
B Y  W E N D Y  H A N O P H Y , C O L O R A D O  D I V I S I O N  O F  W I L D L I F E

Dear Educator:
Explore the dynamics of flight and hawk vision and play a 
creative word game in this second edition of the Educator’s Guide 
to Colorado’s Wildlife Company. If you have colleagues who are 
interested in either Colorado’s Wildlife Company or this publication,
please let them know that both are available at our Web site:
www.wildlife.state.co.us/colo_wild_co/homepg/cwcindex.htm.

If you have comments or suggestions for this publication, 
I would love to hear from you. Just contact me at
wendy.hanophy@state.co.us.

Enjoy!
Wendy Hanophy

Educator’s Guide

The Eyes Have It
SCIENCE

Most buteo’s eyes have resolving power, the ability to 
separate two very close objects at a distance, that is

eight to ten times better than the resolving power of human
eyes. Think of two people walking away from you along a
very long straight street. Initially, you can see them both
clearly. As they get farther and farther away, there will be a
point at which you can no longer see two persons—
their images will have merged. When you just see the
images merging, you have reached the limit of resolution 
of your eyes.

Let students see for themselves just how good a hawk’s vision
can be. Have students place two identical small objects, such
as erasers, one inch apart at the end of a hallway. Ask them to
back away from the objects until they cannot see the two as
separate anymore. Next, students can measure this distance
and multiply it by eight. That’s hawk vision!

Wild Word Wave
LANGUAGE ARTS

Fierce-eyed hunters, sharp-taloned killers—the author
begins this edition of Colorado’s Wildlife Company with

dramatic descriptive adjectives designed to capture our 
attention and get us reading! Colorful, well-placed adjectives
often make the difference between a mediocre piece of 
writing and great literature by painting the mental images 
we create as we read. 

Try this fun, and often humorous, method to get your 
students to brainstorm vivid adjectives. Your classroom takes
on the aura of a sporting event in which fans simulate an
ocean wave by rising quickly in sequence with arms upraised
and then quickly sitting down again in a continuous rolling
motion when you engage your students with a “Wild Word
Wave!” Beginning at one end of the classroom, a student
must rise with arms upraised and call out a singular or 
compound adjective followed by the noun it describes. 
While the noun could be any subject, try warming up by 
having each student be the subject. You may find you have 
a wild-eyed Susan or a hairy-backed Jack in the room!
Challenge students to keep the wave going as long 
as possible!



The Hawk and The Falcon
SCIENCE

Nature has fine-tuned the body designs of hawks and falcons to endow them

with abilities essential to their lifestyle. These models can be used to compare

and contrast the structure and flight of these two birds of prey. Students will need an

old file folder, a small piece of modeling clay, tape and glue to complete each model.

TO COMPLETE THE FALCON: 
3. Bend the wings and tail out to the side. Glue the body together from the front of the wing 

to nearly the tip of the tail. Stop where the shaded area begins.
4. Bend the tips of the wings up along the score line.
5. Use the tip of your finger to make a small upward tilt to the tail on the shaded area.

6. Check to see that the wings are even and point up slightly.
Put a small amount of modeling clay inside the head. Test 
fly the falcon to see if you need more or less. When you 
are satisfied with its flight, tape over the head.

7. Referencing a bird identification guide; you can use 
markers, colored pencils, or crayons to decorate 
your falcon.

TO BEGIN: 
1. Tape the template to the file folder. Make 

sure the bottom edge of the template 
(thick dotted line) is at the folded edge.

2. Cut along the solid lines. Score along the 
fine dotted lines—put a ruler or straight
edge along the line you want to score. Hold 
it there firmly. Use a ball point pen to draw 
a line against the ruler. Press hard to make 
a crease in the paper. Do this on both 
sides of the folder.
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Tab A

TO COMPLETE THE HAWK: 
3. Bend the wings and tail out to the side. Then glue Tab A outside the body. This will make 

a small “V” shaped dip where the wings begin. Behind this dip, place a piece of tape over 
the slit where the wings join.

4. Find the two overlap lines on either side of the slit on the middle of each wing. Put some 
glue on the top of the tab nearest to the body and slide the other over until the tabs 
overlap. Hold them together until the glue dries. This gives the wings their upward 
bent shape.

5. Bend the sides and the tips of the tail up.

6. Check to see that the wings are even and point up slightly.
Put a small amount of modeling clay inside the head. 
Test fly the hawk to see if you need more or less. When 
you are satisfied with its flight, tape over the head.

7. Referencing a bird identification guide; you can use 
markers, colored pencils, or crayons to decorate 
your hawk.

Hawk silhouette



Hawks and eagles use currents of air to help them gain
altitude and soar effortlessly as they search for prey

below. They appear to be, and indeed are, floating on air with
motionless wings. Natural air currents, called thermals, enable
these broad-winged raptors to conserve energy during their
hunting voyages. 

Thermals are formed when the sun warms air near the ground.
This warm air rises and pulls cool air underneath it. Hawks
and eagles place themselves in the middle of the rising air. 
As they spread their wings and circle, the air carries them up
and up. The birds can then remain at the top of the thermal
effortlessly, as if they were resting on a hot air balloon.

To demonstrate to students how this works, try this simple
experiment: You will need a dishpan, an empty lidless plastic
bottle (a 2-liter soda bottle works great), a balloon, and access
to hot water. 
1. Place the plastic bottle in a freezer for at least one hour. 
2. Just before you are ready to show the demonstration, fill 

the dishpan with hot tap water and place it on a surface 
where the students can see it. 

3. Remove the plastic bottle from the freezer and stretch the 
balloon over the neck of the bottle.

4. Put the bottle in the water, and 
watch the balloon as it expands.

This simple experiment demonstrates two concepts that are
critical to flight. First, as air is warmed, the air molecules will
move faster. The distance between the molecules will increase,
so they will occupy a greater volume. In other words, the air
expands and that’s what inflates the balloon. Second, as
warm air expands, its density and the pressure it exerts is less
than the cold air beneath it, so it rises.

Changes in air density and pressure also enable wings to
work. Because of the shape of a hawk’s wings, air moves

faster over the top of the wing than underneath. This results
in lower air pressure on the top of the wing than beneath it
and the wing naturally rises! Have your students try these
two simple experiments to demonstrate this:

For this experiment, ask students to cut a strip 
of notebook paper 11/2 inches wide and 
11 inches long. They should tape one end of 
the strip to a pencil as shown. Holding the pencil and strip of
paper in front of their mouths, ask students to blow across

the top of the paper. As they blow harder, the strip will begin
to flutter and rise into the air. If students keep blowing, the
airflow should cause the strip to stand nearly horizontally out

in front of them.

Now ask students to place the pencil with the paper
strip on top of their desk. Challenge them to

make the pencil rise by blowing on top of it!
While seemingly impossible, the pencils will

rise slightly and move away from them!

Floating on Air
SCIENCE

Winging It!
SCIENCE


